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Foreword and Introduction
This Local Development Strategy for the West of England has been developed following a
period of radical restructuring within the local, national and global economy. It is the first time
for over a decade that a comprehensive rural strategy has been proposed for the areas
around the cities of Bristol and Bath.
In compiling this strategy what has become apparent is that the issues and opportunities that
affect this rural hinterland are larger than the LEADER programme alone can answer, but
together with other initiatives, LEADER offers a critical catalyst for a genuinely strategic
approach to these issues.
When viewed as a strategic investment alongside other programmes such as the City Deal,
the Regional Growth Fund and other EU Funding Streams, this Local Development Strategy
will help to create employment, encourage innovation, educate, help reduce poverty and
mitigate climate change, in a geographical area often overlooked by larger investments.
By engaging with communities through the Local Action Group structure to identify and
deliver smaller scale investments, this strategy will complement and enhance the role of the
Local Enterprise Partnership in its strategic overview of this functioning economic area. As
such we are confident that the proposal will meet and exceed the national ambition of
delivering 70% jobs and growth.
This LEADER strategy is unique and innovative as the alignment and partnership with a
single Local Enterprise Partnership is, not as far as we are aware, replicated anywhere else
in England. This coordinated and collaborative approach will add value to the investment
ensuring the maximum economic and community impact is achieved.
The level of interest, ambition and activity created by the process of the development and
consultation of this strategy augers well for the successful engagement and delivery of a
future LEADER programme.
The support of a wide and diverse range of partners demonstrates that the area is willing to
work together to create and nurture genuinely sustainable, inclusive and smart rural
communities. The objectives of the Europe 2020 Strategy are reflected in this proposal and
locally in the aspirations of the individuals and organisations who have helped prepare this
exciting plan for the West of England.

Chris Head

Tim Richens

……………………………....
Chris Head
Steering Group Chair
West of England Rural Network

……………..………………..
Tim Richens
Chief Finance Officer
Bath & North East Somerset Council

Original signed
version sent to
Defra

5th September 2014
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Section 1: West of England Local Action Group Partnership
Rural organisations and groups in the West of England have a long history of partnership
working and joint projects. Although not successful in securing LEADER funding under
previous programmes, a successful Rural Renaissance Programme ran from 2006 – 2009
as part of the West of England Partnership.
Following the establishment of the West of England Local Enterprise Partnership (WoE LEP)
in 2011 the Board quickly set up a specialist sector group structure and the Rural Economy
Sector Group (RESG) first met in September 2011. The group has continued to meet bimonthly since and has contributed to the recently published West of England LEP Strategic
Economic Plan, the European Union Strategic Investment Fund (SIF) proposals and other
West of England LEP wide initiatives.
The RESG was represented on the SIF steering group and as such was able to ensure that
the use of Community Led Local Development (CLLD) was adopted for the rural areas,
initially for the development of a LEADER application but as a basis for all future rural
development work. This has been reflected in the final submitted SIF.
The RESG has developed a number of rural initiatives such as a bid into the 2011 Rural
Growth Network and now an emerging Rural Economic Plan which will pull together all of the
funding streams and strategic opportunities for the area including all the strands of the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) programme. This work has
prepared the ground for the submission of a LEADER proposal under the new EAFRD
programme.
In anticipation of a LEADER application in 2014, members of the RESG discussed proposals
with Department for the Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (Defra) officials, and with
colleagues and partners within the West of England and neighbouring areas. RESG
members have also been active nationally in the CAP reform consultations and at the Defra
LEP roundtable fora and stakeholder groups.
Further engagement has taken place with other West of England LEP sector groups (Skills,
Social Enterprise, Tourism, Creative and Low Carbon) and the new West of England Local
Nature Partnership. Additionally, active engagement within the Civil Society Infrastructure
group has resulted in constructive dialogue with local Voluntary Community and Social
Enterprise sector (VCSE) and allowed genuine bottom up collaboration and grass roots
involvement in the creation of this Local Development Strategy (LDS).
This LDS crystallises progress through all of these different levels of engagement with the
public, private and civil society sectors, calculated to result in a well-informed, carefully
structured and ready to deliver programme of work across the rural West of England.
1.1 Membership of the Local Action Group
As the West of England is a newly defined area for LEADER there is no existing Local Action
Group in place so this is building from scratch. In advance of a formal LAG being constituted
a Steering Group has been formed that reflects the interest groups and issues coming
forward through the consultation programme that has helped shaped the nature of the West
of England LDS.
The following table shows membership of the Steering Group (held by individual members of
the organisations represented) and how a balance across sectors has been reflected.
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Table 1 – Steering Group
Sector

National
Farmers
Union (NFU)
Country Land
and Business
Association
(CLA)
Federation of
Small
Businesses
(FSB)
National Trust
(NT)












Business
West
Avon Local
Councils
Association
(ALCA)
North
Somerset
Council









Bath & North
East
Somerset
Council
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Themed



Formal link with LEP, ensuring mutuality
between;
 funding programmes
 strategic developments
 emerging investment opportunities and
fit/need.
 skills and training development
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communications role with sector
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communication role with members and
sector
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communication role with members and
sector
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communication role with members and
sector
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Sharing organisational knowledge to help WoE
programme
Key communication role with tenants, members
and visitors
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communications role with sector
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communications role with Parish Councils
and local communities
Provide technical input into programme
operation
Key communications role both with other three
West of England Unitary Authorities
Key communications with Economic
Development Officers and inward Investment
teams of other Unitary Authorities
Accountable body
Provide technical input into programme
operation

Civil
Society















Private

West of
England LEP

Roles

Public

Organisation
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Sector








Themed

Norton
Radstock
College




Civil
Society

Avon Wildlife
Trust

Roles




Private

West of
England
Rural
Network
Forest of
Avon Trust

Public

Organisation

















Lead staff body
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communications role with sector
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communications role with sector.
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations
Key communications role with sector
Providing technical input into programme
development and operations.
Key communications role with sector.
Links with education, young people, skills and
training

As part of the consultation further expressions of interest in the LAG have come forward.
These include representation from;
 An elected member from each of the
 Women in Rural Enterprise (WiRE)
four Unitary Authorities
 Diocese of Bath and Wells
 Bristol Food Policy Council
 AONB representation
 Youth Parliament representative
 Soil Association
 Young Farmers
 Natural England
However it will be important to ensure the make-up of the group not only reflects rural issues
but also reflects equality and diversity aspects of rural communities. In order to assist in the
critical establishment of the new LAG an Action Plan has been prepared showing key
actions
Table 2 -Action plan
Timing

Activity

Nov – Dec 2014
Nov – Dec 2014

Mar 2015
April 2015

Develop B&NES & Defra agreement
Develop agreement and appointment
between B&NES & WERN
Recruit and appoint project team
Recruit and establish the LAG and handover
from Steering Group
Establish operation procedures, localise
National Operating Manual and set in place
training programme
Refine/implement communications strategy
Launch West of England LEADER

Apr 2015
Post Apr 2015,
ongoing

Initial call for projects
Full programme underway: project call-out,
support, appraisal, monitoring and reporting.

Jan – Feb 2015
Mar – June
2015
Feb – Mar 2015
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Who
B&NES/Defra/LEP
SG/B&NES/
WERN/Defra
B&NES/ WERN
Staff team
Staff team

Staff team
LAG, Staff Team,
B&NES
Staff team
Staff team, LAG,
B&NES.
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1.2 Structure and decision making process
Guidance is currently being awaited from Defra but will be incorporated into the final LDS to
ensure compliance with the national framework. It is proposed that a formal partnership
agreement between parties will be put in place clarifying roles and responsibilities in the
management and administration of the scheme once the formal selection has been made.
In advance of the national guidance we have shown the proposed relationship and work flow
between all parties in the following diagram. This will cover the Accountable Body, the Local
Action Group, the Executive Group, Mentor and the Management body and project.
Table 3 - West of England LEADER Structure Chart

Communities
Qualifying rural communities, businesses and organisations located or working in eligible
areas will be actively encouraged to take part in the programme and supported to make
applications for grants.
Local Action Group
As this is a new programme for the West of England the recruitment of a representative LAG
will be a priority upon formal approval of the proposal. The Steering Group that has
supervised the work thus far will be responsible for the establishment of the LAG which will
have equal representation across Public, Private and Civil Society sectors along with a
representative equalities balance. The governance structure of the LAG will be based on
guidance to be issued by Defra but the sustainability of rural communities, and the principles
of Sustainable Development, will be imbedded in the actions and vision of the LAG to ensure
the future viability of the rural West of England.
It is proposed to have clear Terms of Reference for the LAG to ensure the group fulfills a
functioning role, fairly representing the local communities, but able to accurately reflect wider
strategic views, accountability and scrutiny of process. There are specific role profiles for the
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Chair and Vice Chair of the group and these roles will be endorsed annually by the wider
LAG.
The Local Action Group is the responsible body for development and ownership of the LDS
and implementation of the programme. It is proposed that an Executive Group of the LAG is
formed with approximately six members.
In addition the members of the LAG will be asked to become Mentors to specific project
either through a skill, sectoral or geographical linkage. This mentoring role will provide a link
between the LAG and the projects in an informal and supportive way and will complement
the relationship between the Project Officer and the Accountable Body. This technique has
worked well on the Mendip Hills AONB Sustainable Development Fund and has provided a
useful method for monitoring effective outcomes of the programme.
1.3 Local Action Group Staff Body
The West of England Rural Network (WERN) will host the LEADER staff. WERN is a charity
established to support rural communities in the proposed LEADER area and is one of 38
Rural Community Councils across England who work with ACRE (Action with Communities
in Rural England) to form a national voice for rural communities.
WERN’s primary aims are to support and encourage community led action and strong local
governance, to increase the long term sustainability of local community life and to influence
policies and services to achieve equity for rural communities. The work of WERN cover a
wide range of interests and activities, including Community Led Planning, supporting Village
Halls, addressing rural fuel poverty, championing rural broadband, strategic influencing,
economic development and improving access to services.
Through this experience of operating across the West of England, with the LEP and the four
unitary authorities, WERN are ideally place to host the project officer and support staff for
the programme. The LEADER Project Officer will report to the Executive Director and
oversee the work of the Assistant Officer.
It is proposed that the staffing requirements for the LEADER programme will be a full time
Project Officer, and a part-time Assistant Officer. A summary role profiles are shown below
but a full version will be available prior to recruitment and on request.
National Rural Network
The LAG will be encouraged and supported to become an active member of the National
Rural Network when established. This is seen as a mutually beneficial forum both enabling
local projects to share their activities but also enabling connections across the wider
European network to be made and in particular learning from other City Regions.
Table 4 - LEADER staff job descriptions
Role
Project
Officer

Job description






Reporting to the Executive Director of WERN and responsible for the
implementation of the LDS, ensuring the successful operation of the
programme, compliance with the National Operation Manual and any
additional requirements of the accountable body (B&NES).
Manage all programme budgets to ensure effective delivery of programme.
Ensure transparent reporting procedures, programme management and
monitoring information is presented in accessible formats and responds to
different target audience needs.
Ensure reporting timescales are met.
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Role

Job description










Assistant
Officer











Supervision of Assistant Officer
Advise and support the work of the LAG, including guidance to the
chairperson and the LAG Executive.
Build the capacity of the LAG to effectively deliver the programme.
Develop and lead on animation and communications to ensure project
proposals are generated.
Act as point of contact in terms of the WoE LEADER project for projects
and applicants.
Monitor all awarded projects to ensure they are completed successfully
and timely in line with each project contract.
Undertake the assimilation and calculation of claims
Maintain awareness of future funding, developing bids where appropriate
and engaging LAG and wider community
To manage data in accordance with data protection regulations and
guidance
To act as an ambassador for the programme
Consultancy support where needed in liaison with the LAG
Support the Project Officer to ensure the smooth operation of the
programme
Maintain the financial and outputs record system
Prepare financial and output reports as per requirements of the National
Operation Manual
Ensure timely payment of invoices
Provide logistical, administrative and clerical support to the LAG
Provide assistance to project enquiries
Provide support to successful applicants in preparation and submission of
grant claims.

1.4 Equality and Diversity (Equal Opportunities Statement)
The West of England LAG, its staff and representatives, are committed to a policy of equality
and fairness for all. The West of England LAG will take positive steps to stop any
unfair/unlawful discrimination, and carry out positive action where lawful.
The West of England LAG recognizes that people from specific key groups may experience
discrimination and less favourable treatment on the grounds of their age, disability, race,
colour, ethnic or national origin, financial or economic status, unrelated criminal convictions,
gender, gender identity (transgender), marriage/civil partnership, HIV status, homelessness
or lack of a fixed address, political view or trade union activity, pregnancy & maternity,
religion/belief or sexual orientation.
In order to achieve this the West of England LAG will adopt and operate under the Equality
Policy Commitment (updated August 2013) of Bath and North East Somerset Council as the
accountable body for the programme. This approach is in line with the Public Sector Equality
Duty. The LAG will monitor its own work and outcomes in line with this policy.
The full statement is available via a link on the Projects web site but the LAG will be asked to
commit to embedding this policy both within their own work and with the projects supported.
1.5 Involvement of the community and consultation activity undertaken
Further to the introductory text in this section, formal consultation has involved open
workshops, public survey, presentation and awareness raising events and detailed
discussion with targeted organisations.
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A website was developed to be able to promote information about the development of the
LEADER bid and promote the workshops and online survey.
Workshops were held; one focusing on Farming, Forestry, Micro and Small Businesses
(held on 30th June 2014 at Folly Farm, Stowey) and a second event focusing on Rural
Services and Village Renewal (held on 2nd July at Olveston Parish Hall). A further workshop
was planned for culture and heritage stakeholders but this was altered to reflect individual
discussions with key stakeholders.
A detailed online survey received responses over a two month period and the findings have
been added to the issue analysis and SWOT.
Specialist groups and bodies have been directly consulted outside of the public meetings
and surveys in order to give greater depth and understanding to the issues and opportunities
faced. These organisations have shared their findings and research and this has been made
available in the supporting documents.
1.6 Training requirements
We have identified Training needs in general and recognise that that within the LAG
membership and staff Structure there will differing needs according to role. The outline
training plan below will be updated and supplemented by a full training needs analysis as
part of the LAG induction process.
Table 5 – Indicative Training Needs
Group
Local Action Group
members

Training required






Core staff and
Management body
staff

LEP core team, LEP
Investment Board,
RESG.
Accountable body

















Team building
How to effectively appraise applications
Understanding rural WoE; data and issues, structure,
relationships and responsibilities within WoE.
Overview and briefing on LEADER regulations to ensure
understanding of the programme and processes.
Induction training to include National Operational Manual
requirements and code of conduct.
Equalities and diversity training
Media training.
National Operational Manual
Defra training, including CAP-D
EU regulations, including State Aid
Knowledge of other funding sources
Accountable body training
Health and safety
Equalities and diversity training
Data protection training
Generic LEADER and WoE LEADER briefing, LDS, structure,
roles, accountability, process.
Overview and briefing on LEADER regulations to ensure
understanding of the programme and processes.
Induction training to include National Operational Manual, LDS,
structure, roles, accountability, process
Defra training, including CAP-D

West of England LDS 2015 -2020
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1.7 Summary
Using the resources available from Defra and online guidance through the resources of the
European Network for Rural Development (ENRD) we consider that all conditions have been
met in preparing for the formal implementation of a constitution for a Local Action Group in
the West of England and providing it with the necessary support and knowledge to be able to
successfully operate a LEADER programme and delivery of a Local Development Strategy
between 2015 and 2020.

Section 2 – The West of England Local Action Group Area
The geographical area proposed for this LEADER group is the rural areas within the Unitary
authorities of North Somerset, South Gloucestershire, Bristol and Bath & North East
Somerset. This group of four unitary authorities is collectively known as the West of England
and has a long history of working collaboratively on projects, most current of which is the
West of England Local Enterprise Partnership (WoE LEP).
The proposed boundary of the LEADER group will be contiguous with those used by the four
local authorities, the West of England LEP and certain other common activities such as the
Joint Local Transport Plan, Health and Well Being Boards and the West of England Local
Nature Partnership. This will assist in joint working, shared ambition and common strategic
framework, whilst at the same time using existing structures and policies for efficient and
effective working and investment.
The eligible Output Areas (OA) have been selected using information supplied by Office for
National Statistics (ONS) and supplemented by further information, eligibility criteria and
guidance from Defra Statistical Unit. An analysis of the proposed LEADER area is
summarised in table 6.
Table 6 – Population for LAG
Total
Population

Urban
(total)

Rural
(total)

2011 Census
Output Areas

Area
Hectares

Proposed
LEADER Area

149,917

41,213

108,704

496

107,983

West of
England

1,069,583

960,879

108,704

3,490

151,424

% LEADER
area coverage

14%

4%

100%

14%

71%

Source – NomisWeb 2014
In developing our Local Development Strategy (LDS) this defined area was tested and
consulted on both with key local stakeholders, neighbouring designated LEADER groups,
local authorities, AONB areas and with the Steering Group. As such we can also confirm that
the proposed boundary does not overlap with any other adjacent LAG.
The areas for the programme has been primarily selected on rural eligibility and as such all
Output Areas defined as rural have been included. The next criteria was to include either
hub towns or rural areas that abutted urban settlements but that were still eligible.
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Using Defra guidance the hub towns of Thornbury and Paulton have been included and the
discrete Urban Built-up Area of Yatton and Congresbury have also been included. Where
practical complete Civil Parish areas have been selected for ease of communication, but
there are a number of Output Areas of larger urban parishes that have been selected due to
their rural nature.
In addition two Output Areas in the City of Bath (currently un-parished) have been selected
on advice from Defra however no Output Areas within the City of Bristol have been selected.
A full analysis of this information has been submitted to Defra and if successful we are
proposing that the information is mapped onto Open Street Map and that an integrated
online mapping tool is developed as a resource for the LAG and communities.
Table 7 – Proposed Local Action Group Area

West of England LDS 2015 -2020
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Section 3 – The West of England Local Development Strategy
The selection of the geography for the LEADER area described in Section 2 results in a
contiguous zone around Bristol and Bath in what can clearly be described as a ‘City Region
LEADER Group’. The West of England area is a functioning economic area but with the twin
cities being the economic powerhouse drawing in people from the market towns and rural
areas and providing a demand for rural goods and services.
The new National Rural Development Plan, together with the existence of the West of
England LEP is a major opportunity to develop a Rural Economic Plan for the West of
England using the LEADER Local Development Strategy as a catalyst. Being such a
compact city region also offers opportunities to develop specific approaches to rural/urban
linkages in partnership with other regions across Europe.
The development of this local development strategy has been informed by:











Reference to national LEADER policy priorities
An in-house sustainability appraisal, see section 3.6 for more detail
Review of the strategic policies of the four West of England Unitary Authorities. This
included Local Development Frameworks, associated sustainability appraisals and
Economic Development Strategies.
Current West of England Local Enterprise Partnership policies including the approved
Strategic Economic Plan and submitted Strategic Investment Funds Strategy
Review of previous West of England rural programme, the Rural Renaissance
programme 2005 – 2009 and other previous cross boundary programmes
Health and Wellbeing profiles
Statistical, economic and census data
Consultation workshops held on LEADER themes
A survey of key stakeholders
Consideration of City Region issues

3.1 SWOT analysis of the West of England
Combining the outputs from all these sources has resulted in a detailed analysis of the
issues and opportunities facing the Rural West of England.
Table 8 – SWOT Analysis
Strengths
Local Government, Local Enterprise
Partnership and LEADER boundaries
are contiguous. Allowing for and
facilitating mutually supportive
strategies and services, supporting the
development of a city region with the
benefits of both a highly performing city
and urban aspect together with a high
quality and productive rural hinterland.
The rural areas of the West of England
are performing very well economically

Weaknesses
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Dependency on urban jobs creates social
and environmental impacts across the
area.
Poor cross-boundary working because of
administrative arrangements means
different levels of service and poor coordination.
High levels of out-commuting from rural
areas, “dormitory rural communities”
Village centres are still economically
disadvantaged with continuing loss of rural
shops, pubs and other services.
Lack of affordable homes. Reflected as a
very intransigent issue through all
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Strengths

Weaknesses



The employment rate is higher in rural
West of England (54,000 jobs, 69%)
than rural South West with very low
levels of joblessness (4% of all JSA
claimants in West of England LEP
living in rural areas).
The proportion of self-employed is 15%
compared with only 8% in the urban areas.
It is slightly down when compared with
rural South West but better than rural
England.
There is a much higher proportion of micro
businesses located in rural West of
England.
19% of micro businesses located in rural
West of England.
The health and well-being profile of the
rural population reflects the affluent nature
of the area



The relationship between the urban food
market in its widest sense (public, private
and domestic catering) and food
production.
St Philips Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable
Market located in Bristol
Many Farmers Markets and home delivery
schemes in the West of England area and
a growing awareness and culture based on
local and organic food.
The rural area of the West of England is
rich and varied with six Natural Character
Areas (NCA) defined by Natural England
and a number of designated sites for
landscape and nature conservation.
Two Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB) in the Mendip Hills and Cotswolds
within West of England
The LEADER area surrounds The City of
Bath which is a designated UNESCO
World Heritage Site
Green Belts preventing urban sprawl
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consultative processes causing out
migration and movement into urban areas.
Current innovation support programmes
are generic and not necessarily supporting
people and businesses in rural areas, they
are also short term.
Economic profile hides some specific rural
issues particularly over the real
productivity of the rural economy when the
urban context is factored out
Lack of childcare facilities is a barrier to
employment for some people.
High rural youth and over 50s
unemployment.

Broadband infrastructure is very poor in
rural areas. Reflected as a very
intransigent issue through all consultative
processes. Seen as a major constraint on
business development.
Despite the positive health and well-being
profile there are pockets of isolated and
disadvantaged people that need to be
reached.
The viability of the St Philips Wholesale
Fruit and Vegetable Market business
model is in question; many other
wholesale markets in the UK have recently
been closed.



Competing against a very mature grocery
retail market with national/international
supply chains.



Unclear strategic direction and
coordination of delivery of outcomes
across differing programmes



Potential additional levels of planning
scrutiny



Bath is a huge tourism magnet masking
the offer of the rural West of England



Restrictions placed on new developments
which may meet the needs of rural
communities, but compromise the long
term viability of communities
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Strengths
Good transport links within the West of
England and with the rest of the country
and beyond via road, rail and air.

Weaknesses


For rural communities and rural services
not on the major routes into and out of
Bristol and Bath transport links are poor
Accessibility of services is often dependent
on private transport.
Being coastal, with productive rural areas
at or below mean sea level, the threat from
climate change is highly significant.
Aging demographic of rural West of
England means increasing vulnerability of
population to extended periods of intense
heat.
The landscape character itself is at risk.
Between 2007 – 2010 DEFRA reports an
8% reduction in total farmed land area
(75927ha in 2010).
At the same time showing a shift from
livestock and poultry farming to arable
(including) cereals and fruit and vegetable
growing (note, very small sector).
Major reductions in pig (-21%) and poultry
(-13%) farming are shown.
Visitor offered wide range of attractions
Strong maritime and railway heritage but
mainly centred on Bristol and Bath
Many rural arts and music festivals but
mostly of local appeal only.
Lack of facilities and integrated support on
some walking and cycling trails.
Loss of artisan and rural skills locally
through aging not being comprehensively
addressed.


The awareness and preparedness of the
West of England area of climate change in
terms of mitigation and adaptation




Diversity of agricultural activity and
established links with major food
manufacturers and markets






Extensive network of rural historic
buildings, communities, sites and
landscapes. No single local vernacular
adding to variety and richness of the area.




Extensive network of cycle paths and
walking trails
Vibrant small scale crafts, artisan makers
and rural skills evident through arts weeks
and direct sales







Opportunities
There are a number of strategic issues to be
addressed; food and farming, forestry,
tourism (improving existing arrangements),
rural energy. Developing a joint strategic
response to these issues will lead to
expanding economic opportunities.
From 2007 – 2010, Defra reported a small
decrease in the farming workforce. At the
same time showing an increase of 15% for
full-time regular workers. Further
diversification could lead to more job growth
of regular workers.
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Threats


Lack of strategic (or improved) planning
arrangements for: forestry, food and
farming and tourism. This is essential if
these activities are to form part of any
delivery strategy.



Hidden behind this global figure are
some significant changes. With a
reduction in salaried managers (-32%)
being highly significant. This is a
significant loss of skills and knowledge
from within the industry.
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Opportunities
The richness of the landscape provides a
platform to develop a virtuous programme
finding ways to effectively market its intrinsic
goods and services whilst maintaining and
improving its traditional nature.
The changing age profile of the population
leading to a demand for increased care
services,
Climate change leading to development of
renewable energy schemes and resilient
schemes to minimise impact of extreme
weather events and changing climate.
Providing support to existing businesses
including farming operations to future-proof
their operations is also increasingly
important.

Threats


Poor information about the natural capital
of the West of England leading to poor
decision making



Increasing aging population with
corresponding demand on services



Extreme weather, climate change and
the response to these issues pose major
risks for the future



Small parcels of agricultural land being
removed from production and becoming
developed or being used for Equines



Agriculture working against the natural
environment
Increasing disease relating to poor diet
Failure to achieve economic efficiencies

Realising the full economic potential of the
local market (the city region and beyond) as
a foundation for further economic activity.
Opportunities for exporting exist and there
are established support mechanisms in
place to help
Addressing food and farming as a single
system and seeking to achieve more holistic
outcomes
Revitalising local markets for food, woodland
(forest) products, supporting village centres,
and tourism.
Market gardens and soft fruit production are
tradition forms of horticulture in the area that
have real potential to be revitalised.
Glasshouse production linked to waste heat
sources
The huge tourism draw of cities of Bath and
Bristol provides a platform from which to
further develop rural tourism to allow more
day visits/extended stays in the sub-region.
To reduce social need, particularly; isolation
and disadvantage, childcare issues, long
term unemployment

Improve community cohesion providing and
strengthening centres for community activity
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Failure to explore and innovate will allow
continued loss of confidence and
motivation within the food and farming
sector locally.



Poor rural transport infrastructure
disadvantages people without cars and
businesses relying on transport



Failure to address strategic issues such
as need for affordable homes,
communities failing to retain their young
people. This could be aggravated by
recent cuts in public funding potentially
resulting in reduced service provision in
rural areas.
Continuing loss of village services
reducing the essential infrastructure to
support community cohesion.
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Opportunities

Threats

Strengthen community cohesion through
public health work promoting health
messages such as sustainable food active
travel (and tourism), active lives and widens
the pool of people available for work.
Supporting young people, both enabling to
participate in development strategies and
support for entering employment.



Changes in public health and primary
health care provision means a focus on
acute medical services only.



Migration of young people from rural
areas to urban caused by
accommodation availability and pricing

Support for women entrepreneurs



Increasing rural deprivation and widening
gender inequalities

Creative solutions help those without
transport find ways to travel to work.




Reduction in existing transport provision
Prohibitive costs for new and
inexperienced drivers

Support for home and rural hub working.
There are a high number of home-workers
(5,300 or 6.9% people work from home).
This is much greater than for urban areas in
the West of England but slightly smaller than
rural South West.
Broadband is being rolled out in the area,
some of which will be Superfast, this will
provide opportunities for new businesses
and activity over the programme period
There are many small and unproductive
units of managed woodland that present
opportunities for brokered services
combining lots to provide a viable woodland
economy.
Alignment with contiguous boundaries of the
LEP, LNP, H&WBs allows for testing of
economic models across a City Region.
Minimise food waste from production,
delivery, sales and in the home.



Increasing rural deprivation and
polarisation of communities



Some farms and outlying hamlets will not
be able to access the upgraded service
other than through expensive alternative
technologies
Continuing degradation and loss of
unmanaged woodland as a wildlife
habitat and as source of fuel

Large scale national green infrastructure
schemes, trails cycle paths and nature
corridors, waterways
Cross boundary working and expertise
sharing on ‘Moors and Levels’



The Bristol Pound is being used within the
city but could reach out further into rural
areas helping local distinctiveness
Historic houses present further opportunities
to increase day tourism visit but to also to
add to extended visits offer for Bath and
Bristol.
Cycle and walking trails provide
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Failure to provide an adequate response
to rural issues will lead to decline in rural
well-being.
Wasted resources, increased carbon
emissions, increased costs and issues of
dealing with waste
Lack of commitment, support and local
investment in such schemes threatens
future investment in area.
Lack of commitment to maximise
opportunities to invest in area by
combining skills, knowledge, funding and
infra-structure development may threaten
future investment.
Local identity and branding becomes
confused and diluted



Viability of structures and assets
becomes threatened impacting on local
employment and secondary activities



Failure to engage and market user
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Opportunities
infrastructure to provide added value and
expansion opportunities for existing
businesses and for new business
development.
Opportunities to improve tourism offer at
historical sites and landscapes (including
coastal sites)

Threats
groups leads to loss of income for small
rural enterprises


Visitors come to attractions but don’t
spend money locally

Summary
The analysis reveals the over-riding opportunities for the West of England LEADER area can
be summarised into three main areas;
Economy
Economic development that invests in and improves the natural assets of area and its
peoples. The survey and workshop outcomes strongly support a programme focused on
food, land and tourism. Particularly by ensuring LEADER contributes to the existing and new
strategic rural infrastructure central to these themes.

Place
Working with the natural environment, utilising natural goods and services the programme
can benefit rural West of England by developing and improving levels of investment in local
communities and surrounding environment.

People
Increasing the resilience of the area and people to adapt to and find opportunity for positive
change, be it as a response to climate change, wider economic trauma or conflict is
essential and provides new opportunities for economic activity. The analysis shows the need
to develop these initiatives by also developing strategic capability. This is ensure the
alignment of decision making powers, resources and regulation are mutually supporting
each other. This can be fed back into the developing Rural Strategy and the Local enterprise
Partnership, the four Unitary Councils and other key public services.
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3.2 Evidence of alignment with LEP activity
The West of England Local Enterprise Partnership (WoE LEP) has recently published its
Strategic Economic Plan, 2015 – 2030 and its European Structural & Investment Funds
Strategy, outlining spending priorities for Structural Funds from 2014 to 2020.
The Rural Economy is recognized within the vision for the West of England LEP as a “lever
of growth” and as such is a key of the jigsaw in terms of securing investment for growth. The
vision is represented diagrammatically below:
Table 9 – West of England LEP Vision Themes and Drivers of Productivity

Whilst taking a City Region approach to the development of its strategies, the LEP has
consistently acknowledged the importance of its rural hinterland; as a desirable location for
businesses, as an asset for new businesses seeking to re-locate and also where a large
percentage of the population lives which helps to maintain the tightly defined role of the
‘Functioning Economic Area’.
The LEP has also however stated that specialist support and funding is required to address
the complex issues facing rural population and businesses and this has been reflected in
both the proposed EARFD Growth Programme allocations and the approach to Community
Led Local Development (CLLD) stated in the SIF.
West of England LDS 2015 -2020
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Table 10 - Extract from West of England 2014-2020 ESIF
10. Community Led Local Development (CLLD)
As part of the Guidance to LEPs, we have been asked to consider the CLLD delivery
approach. This would provide ESIF funding to deliver programmes in urban or rural areas
at smaller ‘neighbourhood’ levels via Local Action Groups (LAG). There is a clear need
to provide sufficient flexibility to deliver interventions / activities that meet the needs of
local communities through a strategic approach across the West of England LEP area and
it is imperative that we develop and deliver programmes that have sufficient scale and
impact, maximising the funds spent on ‘delivery’, with the minimum amount spent on
management and administration.
The costs of any CLLDs would need to be funded from the ESIF allocation. It is therefore
considered that the most effective, practical and impactful means of delivering EU ESIF
programmes across the West of England LEP area is to have a single Local Action
Groups for the whole rural area and not to adopt the approach for urban areas.

The LEP has been engaged in the development of this LDS from its earliest stage in order to
ensure compatibility and alignment with the overall investment aims and objectives of the
wider area.
The Rural Economy Sector Group (RESG) of West of England LEP has been responsible for
defining the West of England LEP vision and objectives contributing to delivery of both the
Strategic Economic Plan and the EU SIF Strategy in rural areas. In parallel with the
development of this LDS the RESG has been preparing a rural economic strategy on behalf
of the West of England LEP which will work to compliment the LDS and to integrate the
Rural Growth Fund, the Farming & Forestry Productivity Scheme and potentially actions
arising from the New Environmental Land Management Systems (NELMS) in addition to
actions arising from the ESF and ERDF undertaken in rural areas.
Given these varied and diverse funding streams the West of England LEP are creating an
Investment Board including representatives from business and local authorities (and wider
interest for EU SIF) to oversee the Local Growth Fund/EU SIF and other related funding, to
monitor and steer the implementation of the interventions and to ensure maximum
investment value. As the LEADER Area is co-terminus with the LEP area the Investment
Board will maintain a strategic overview over the programme and this will help to reinforce
the ‘single front door’ approach being championed across all investments in the West of
England.
The Investment Board will;
 Provide an integrated Single Front door for businesses and organisations requiring
funding or support
 Make individual investment decisions based upon business case and technical advice.
• Provide decision for accountable body to release funds.
• Highlight and exception reporting to the LEP Board.
• Monitor the progress of individual interventions via Project and Programme Boards
• Be supported by technical advisors independent of those bringing forward the
interventions and drawing on the experience and skills of business.
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West of England Wide Strategic Priorities
In undertaking this analysis and in developing this LDS we have identified a number of
Strategic Priorities that currently fall outside of the scope of the LEADER programme which
need to be recorded to inform further strategic work on rural issues in the West of England,
but they do not fit into the national priorities for the 2014 – 2020 LEADER programme. These
will be fed back to the RESG, the West of England LEP and the Investment Board.









To ensure the Local Action Group is engaged with wider stakeholders on all key rural
themes to ensure there is a commitment from all sectors to resource positive change.
Key themes are: food and farming, tourism, woodland and wood economy, culture and
heritage, housing, broadband, village services, innovation, skills, future proofing,
transport and rural landscape character.
To address rural housing needs systemically and creatively.
To address rural broadband issues quickly and resourcefully
To ensure cuts in public funding do not result in poorer or loss of services in the rural
areas of the West of England.
To ensure improved transport facilities and that rural people are not disadvantaged
because of poor access to goods and services.
To future proof the rural in terms of: carbon emissions, energy production and resilience.
To rural proof skills and training infrastructure as part of the rural economic development
programme.

3.3 Local priorities for West of England LEADER programme
Using the information gathered and from detailed consultation with stakeholders and local
community organisations a set of policies has been constructed which will be used to shape
the West of England LEADER programme of activities towards 2020
Table 11 – West of England LEADER Policies
Policy 1
Support an expanding, future proofed food, farming and horticultural sector.
Policy 2
Work with rural micro and small businesses to make the most of the goods, services,
diversity and traditional richness of the West of England’s rural landscape
Policy 3
Nurture a mature and successful tourism infrastructure based on the local distinctiveness.
Policy 4
Create well connected, healthy, active and resilient rural communities, where people are
able to mutually support each other and develop creative solutions.
Policy 5
Support a diverse and vibrant range of culture and heritage resources based on people,
communities, traditions, properties and landscapes
Policy 6
Create an innovative and sustainable forestry sector in the West of England
Cross Cutting Policy 1
Achieving maximum benefit from the close linkages between the Cities and the rural areas
Cross Cutting Policy 2
Support the further development of a thriving social enterprise sector underpinning the rural
economy.
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3.4 West of England LEADER Programme of Activity
Through the consultation programme many project ideas have been suggested by individuals and organisations/businesses. These can only be
indicative at this stage but there is agreement it is essential this investment channel builds strategic infrastructure for the rural area of the West
of England in the process of securing and creating new jobs. The table below identifies some of these opportunities.
Table 12 – Programme of Activities
Policy
P1

Opportunities
Providing support to existing businesses
including and farming operations to futureproof and diversify their operations

Examples of potential projects





P1

P1
P2

P1
P2

Develop the potential for glasshouse
horticultural production linked to waste
heat sources
Using the richness and diversity of the
landscape as a platform to develop a
programme to effectively market its
inherent goods and services whilst
maintaining and improving its traditional
nature



Exploiting the full economic potential of
the local urban market (the city region and
beyond) as a foundation for further
economic activity and bringing together
partners and brokering alliances.









Equipment to help reduce resource and
energy use
Support innovative low carbon farming
practices;
Shared infrastructure to support low carbon
farming
Diversification projects for resilience in the
light of flooding and extreme weather events
Glasshouse production linked to waste
processing facilities and other heat
producing processes
Area improvement initiatives based on
National Character Areas/local designated
areas.
Collaborative projects with other LEADER
areas.
Support businesses to create new markets
and encourage shorter supply chains across
the West of England and beyond
Capital equipment to increase capacity and
market penetration
Collaborative working in developing local
markets

Outcome and outputs
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An efficient and resilient food and
farming sector
Increased opportunities for
succession farming and new
entrants into farming
Increase in number of jobs

Increased numbers of jobs
Increase in numbers of local
examples.
Increase in landscape quality and
in the goods and services
provided.
Increase in economic activity using
the goods and services.
Increased numbers of jobs

Increase in number of farms and
businesses supplying local
markets either individually or
collectively.
Increase in number of social
enterprises involved
Increased numbers of jobs

Policy
P1
P2
P1
CC1

Opportunities
Develop and expand the support
mechanisms for exporting for rural
businesses
Seek to address food and farming as a
single system and work to achieve more
holistic outcomes across the area

Examples of potential projects


Support to develop export market in
collaboration with other larger businesses



Support activity leading to increased market
capacity for local produce.

Outcome and outputs




More small businesses involved in
exporting their goods and services.
Increased numbers of jobs
Increase in number of farms and
businesses supplying local
markets either individually or
collectively.
Increase in number of social
enterprises involved
Increased numbers of jobs
A diverse and resilient business
base that works in harmony with
the natural landscape
Increased numbers of jobs





Increased numbers of jobs
Less food waste locally
Reducing food poverty




Increased numbers of jobs
Reduced environment impacts by
cutting travel to work distances.



Reduced levels of worklessness in
young people
Increase in rural business activity






P1
CC2

P1
CC2

P2

P2
P4

P3

Revitalise traditional forms of horticulture
such as market gardens, soft fruit
production and orchards

Work to minimise food waste and then
utilising residual from production, delivery,
sales and in the home.
Support for women entrepreneurs and
development of support structures for
home and rural hub working.

Supporting young people to be
economically active in rural areas, by
enabling participation in development
strategies and to enter into employment
Using the huge international tourism draw
of cities of Bath and Bristol to provide a
platform from which to further develop
rural tourism offer and to allow more day
visits/extended stays in the sub-region.
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Development of horticultural ventures,
including social enterprise initiatives
Support businesses to create new markets
and encourage shorter supply chains across
the West of England and beyond.
Business cooperation activities
Support activity leading to lean and efficient
food supply chains.
Help support food distribution schemes
using surplus food still fit for consumption
Employment and entrepreneurial support for
women and young people.
Support for community/business hub
developments
Provision of childcare palces
Wheels to work projects
Support for young people and
entrepreneurialism
AONB & other landscape gateway projects
Food tourism projects
Support for collaborative ventures with city
tourism businesses
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Increased numbers of jobs
Increased visitor numbers
Increased number of businesses
supporting visitors to area.
Increased demand local produce.

Policy
P3

P3

P4

P4

Opportunities
Working with gateway historic house
owners to increase day tourism visits and
to add to extended visits offer for Bath and
Bristol.
Working with large scale national green
infrastructure schemes, cycle paths,
walking trails, nature corridors and
waterways to add value and create
expansion opportunities for existing
businesses/new business development on
the routes.
Adapting to the changing age profile of the
population leading to a demand for
increased care and domiciliary services
Reduce social need, rural isolation and
disadvantage, childcare issues and long
term unemployment

Examples of potential projects


Support for collaborative ventures between
city and rural tourism assets
Support for traditional rural craft
development on historic sites.
Improved facilities that meet the needs of
walkers, cyclists and other recreational
activists.
Support for food tourism projects
Facilities for ‘one-way’ transport of
equipment or people




Increased visitor numbers
Increased jobs on sites




Increased visitor numbers
Increased numbers of jobs
associated with trails/paths
Increased demand for local
produce.



Community initiatives (social enterprises)
address local social needs.



Increasing availability of childcare places
including school holiday schemes
Support for community ownership of key
facilities
Diversification and consolidation of existing
community facilities to provide wider
services and create business hubs
Support the development of artist hubs
Support events and festivals that promote
rural communities as tourism hubs









Increased numbers of jobs
Service need met
Examples of community innovation
Increased numbers of jobs
Reduced worklessness
Social need met
Stronger rural communities with
local services




Increased number of jobs
Increased numbers of visitors




Improved visitor experience
Increased visitor numbers



Improved and expanding
woodlands in the West of England
Mature market for wood fuel









P5

P5

P6

Expand and develop the vibrant small
scale crafts, artisan makers and rural skills
through arts weeks and brokering direct
sales
Improve tourism offer at historical sites
and landscapes (including coastal sites)




Exploit opportunities that exist for utilising
the many un-economic small and
unproductive units of managed woodland
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Support activity to raise awareness, provide
better information and facilities, at historic
sites and landscapes
Develop brokered services combining lots to
provide a viable woodland economy.
Revitalising local markets for woodland
(forest) products,
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Project pipeline
A number of projects have already been identified, which are likely candidates for LEADER funding and which could be initiated very quickly
following the first call for projects. This would ensure that in year 1 the funding profile will match very closely that being sought by Defra.
Table 13 – Pipeline Projects
Proposal body

Project/s description

Natural England

Improved landscape character of the Gordano Valley and North Somerset Moors, South
Gloucestershire Coastal plain, the wider Severn Estuary and coastal access (footpath), Magnificent
Meadows (including B Lines with AWT) and the Bathscape project
Create coherent and resilient ecological networks at landscape scale through reserve management and
acquisition, landowner advice, habitat management and community engagement. Focusing on: the
Gordano Valley and ridges, Leigh Woods, North Somerset Levels, Cotswolds, and Chew Valley/Stowey
(see links with Natural England projects)
Seeking support for additional vehicle, delivery driver as well as cold storage for the produce. This
would enable the business to increase trading with a variety of outlets in the area including shops,
restaurants, schools and hospitals.
Develop a comprehensive advisory service and support service for landowners (owners) who own
woodland in the West of England/ wider LAG area.
Further development of the Forest of Avon Products Co-operative and Woodfuel supply development.
The renovation, extension and conversion of existing farm buildings to a farm shop and café/restaurant
preparation and sale of their own and other local farm produced foods with educational space for the
promotion of farming.
Adapting and redesigning of the Burrington Combe gateway facilities to incorporate upgrade of toilets,
changing rooms and wash down facilities in addition to providing information and guidance for users of
the Mendip Hills at this important gateway site.

Avon Wildlife
Trust

The Community
Farm
Forest of Avon
Trust
Bath and
District Farmers
Mendip Hills
AONB
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LEADER
measure

WoE
policy

1&2

P1/P2

1&2

P1/P2

2

P2/CC1

6

P6

2

P2/CC1

3&5

P3/P5/
CC1

3.5 Targets, results and outputs
Targets and outcomes for the proposed LEADER programme have been prepared using historical information supplied by DEFRA and DCLG
and are indicative for the West of England, based on the identified project pipeline. Additional local indicators will also be developed linked to
the West of England LEADER priorities.
Table 14 – Indicative Investment Outcomes
Measure

Number of
projects
supported

Grant
Investment

Total
Investment

Support for micro and small
enterprises and farm
diversification

Support for Rural Tourism

6

30

11

138,826

485,891

277,652

23,138

30,850

5

27,765

37,020

No. of jobs safeguarded

4

34,707

46,275

No. of jobs created (fte)

33

14,724

19,632

10

48,589

64,785

No. of jobs safeguarded

15

32,393

43,190

No. of jobs created (fte)

11

25,241

33,655

8

34,707

46,275

12

23,138

30,850

6

34,707

46,275

20

10,412

13,883

No. of jobs safeguarded

6

34,707

46,275

No. of jobs created (fte)

6

23,138

30,850

No. of jobs safeguarded

8

17,353

23,138

No. of jobs created (fte)

6

23,138

30,850

No. of jobs safeguarded

8

17,353

23,138

185,101 No. of holdings benefitting

647,855 No. of holdings benefitting

370,203 No. of jobs safeguarded
No. of tourism activities supported
No. of jobs created (fte)

Provision of Rural Services

6

208,239

277,652 No. of villages/ communities benefitting

Support for Cultural and
Heritage Activity

11

138,826

185,101

Support for Increasing
forestry productivity

8

138,826

185,101

Total Outputs
Number of jobs created (fte)
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Investment
per Output

6

No. of jobs created (fte)

Support for Increasing farm
productivity

Grant per
Output

Outputs

Number of jobs safeguarded
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3.6 Sustainability appraisal
A desktop appraisal was carried in conjunction with the writing of the Local Development
Strategy and used to feed into the SWOT analysis in this document. The appraisal is
included in the supplementary document produced to support the Local Development
Strategy. This is available via a link on the projects website.
The appraisal highlighted issues that are both strategic and out of scope of the LEADER
programme and those issues that the LEADER programme can substantially address. The
strategic issues will be referred through the Rural Economy Sector Group of the West of
England LEP and also to the other strategic interests to which they relate.
The key issues from the appraisal have been incorporated in Section 3.3 West of England
Local Priorities. However there is a need to further develop the appraisal and agree
indicators which can used to measure the success of programmes as they are introduced,
the LEADER being one such programme operating across the area.
3.7 Proposed Co-operative Activity
Inter-territorial Co-operation (ITC) activities which support the key priorities will be explored
with neighbouring LEADER Groups, particularly the Moors and Levels LAG (in relation to
shared Levels), Heart of Wessex LAG (overlapping the Mendip Hills AONB) and the
Cotswold AONB LAG (shared AONB designation).
The West of England LAG will also play an active part in the Somerset and Devon Rural
Network and will be active within the new National Rural Network.
In order to develop Trans-National Co-operation the LAG Steering Group has already been
in discussion with food interest groups in and around Milan, Italy and are eager to develop
this into a formal Trans-National Co-operation if possible. The Milan project Genuine
Agente (www.genuinagente.net) has given their support to developing a co-operation
relationship, whether formal or informal.
Members of the Steering Group are also involved in the European Commission’s Lifelong
Learning Programme Vocational education and training connecting higher education and
rural companies, Connect-VET. The overall objective of the Connect-VET project is
to support and impact on improvements in quality and innovation in vocational, educational
and training systems, institutions and practices by systematically increasing and
strengthening the co-operation between VET, rural micro enterprises and high education and
research (http://www.luontoyrittaja.fi/connect-vet/).
Given this LDS is focused around a City Region approach it is intended to also put out a call
for partners in other city regions across Europe to explore how LEADER can successfully
strengthen the rural/city focus as being developed under the EU strand of work, RURBAN
(http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/what/cohesion/urban_rural/index_en.cfm)
Through this programme the EU is working together with countries, regions and other
partners to promote urban-rural linkages. A truly integrated approach to development must
go beyond intra-city policy coordination and traditional rural issues.
By considering the integration with surrounding areas, both urban and rural can benefit from
stronger urban-rural cooperation including more efficient land use and planning, better
provision of services (e.g. public transport, health) and better management of natural
resources.
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Section 4: Management and Administration
4.1 Accountable Body
Bath and North East Somerset Council (B&NES) have agreed in principle to be the
Accountable Body. This agreement is subject to due diligence and gaining relevant council
approvals to be able to act in this role for the programme. B&NES have requested the
National Operations Manual and a draft Funding Agreement at the earliest opportunity.
B&NES have considerable experience in managing a range of public funds; from the EU,
central government and regional agencies. They are the accountable body for the West of
England LEP, who have developed the Inward Investment Board to oversee all such funds.
The accountable body will enter into an agreed arrangement with West of England Rural
Network for supplying project management and administrative staff as outlined in section
1.3. This will be put in place as soon as the LDS is ratified by Defra and prior to the
commencement of any delivery activity.
4.2 Project development and assessment procedures
This will be subject to the publication of the National Operational Manual in November.
However it anticipated that the process will be along the following lines:
Table 15 – Indicative Project Assessment
Step

Body

1
2
3
4

LEADER staff team

5
6
7
8
9
10

Rural Development Team (RDT)
LAG Executive/B&NES
Applicant
B&NES/LAG
B&NES/RPA
Project team and LAG mentor

Role
Animation
Call for projects
Expressions of interest
Initial eligibility checks, financial risk assessment
and overall appraisal
Consider project
Approval and issue offer letter
Undertakes project, submits claims
Processing of claims and final visit/inspection
Submit payment to RPA
Reports to LAG and LEP Investment Board.

4.3 Claims and payments
Subject to detail in the National Operational Manual. At this stage it is envisaged the
LEADER team will process project claims with overview from Bath and North East Somerset
Council before submitting claims to the RPA. Grant payments will be paid directly to the
project beneficiary via the new CAP-D IT system. There will be no requirement for Bath and
North East Somerset Council to bank roll expenditure.
4.4 Communications and publicity
As this will be a new project in the rural West of England, the Steering Group identified that
the need to effectively and efficiently communicate the programme with a new audience
would be critical to the overall success and impact of LEADER. In order to achieve the
desired outcomes and reach it is proposed to use an Integrated Communication Planning
Framework.
This framework will be developed and owned by the LAG for the duration of the programme
and will use the following key indicators to shape its development, implementation and
progression.
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Table 16 – Communications Framework
Element

Framework activities

Communication Be clear and confident on why we are doing this
Needs:
Promote the LEADER project to key individuals and organisations in the
West of England area in order to build stronger rural communities. Focus
- jobs and growth within the six LEADER measures. Be confident and
informed
Audience:
Know, understand and inform
• Early adopters, existing community activists currently engaged
through their work or organisations.
• Coordinators of existing projects working
• SME business owners and start-up entrepreneurs
• Amplifiers, communication coordinators in supporting organisations
Message
A people-first project; the fund for community led local
development. Further enhanced by supporting messages  building capacity and resources for your business or organisation
 bringing you and your community together
 creating formal partnerships
 understand the geography and local politics
Raising
Develop a recogniseable brand and style
awareness
In a competitive and varied market create guidelines that captures
people’s imaginations for developing themselves and their community.
Opportunities
People remember and learn by association
Make use of other projects, events activities and align with those.
Particularly, Bristol European Green Capital in 2015 - ideas and
inspiration will affect many that work in and visit Bristol but reside in rural
West of England.
Maintaining
Creating conversion, keeping it relevant
retention
Create resources such as website; blogs, case studies, events and news
briefings. Use online maps for case studies, eligibility and project
reporting. Create a YouTube channel with videos, a Twitter feed for
conversations, a Pinterest Board, Instagram and Linkedin page for
complete social media. Hold familiarisation visits, case study evening
talks and open days.
Evaluation
Checking and learning
 Monitor website analytics on a monthly frequency.
 Establish a dashboard system (e.g. socialreport.com) to integrate the
monitoring of all online platforms.
 Monitor offline marketing through its online effect e.g. the call-toaction at an evening talk will be to visit the application pages of the
website.
 Undertake an annual survey for all individuals or groups who have
made contact with the LAG.
Contingency
What happens if …..
Create a monthly monitoring of targets and use social media reach and
analytics to act as an early warning system. Solutions to issues such as
low uptake will be addressed through increased prioritisation of
marketing effort, increased contact and use of the supporting
organisations staff and commissioning external professional help.
Develop a methodology and protocol for bad news stories, manage risk,
be prepared to communicate.
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TO BE REVISED IN
DELIVERY PLAN

Section 5: Financial Plan
5.1 Expenditure for each year, by measure
Table 17 – Programme Allocation
DEFRA Nominal Total Median Allocation

Measure

£1,693,000

Financial year

2014/
2015

2015/
2016

2016/
2017

2017/
2018

2018
/2019

2019/
2020

2020
/2021

Total £

Spend profile

0%

16%

20%

24%

20%

15%

5%

100%

Spend
Allocation
%

1

Support for Increasing farm
productivity

0

22,212

27,765

33,318

27,765

20,824

6,941

138,826

10%

2

Support for micro & small
enterprises & farm diversification

0

77,743

97,178

116,614

97,178

72,884

24,295

485,891

35%

3

Support for Rural Tourism

0

44,424

55,530

66,636

55,530

41,648

13,883

277,652

20%

4

Provision of Rural Services

0

33,318

41,648

49,977

41,648

31,236

10,412

208,239

15%

5

Support for Cultural and Heritage
Activity

0

22,212

27,765

33,318

27,765

20,824

6,941

138,826

10%

6

Support for Increasing forestry
productivity

0

22,212

27,765

33,318

27,765

20,824

6,941

138,826

10%

PROJECT TOTAL

0

222,122

277,652

333,182

277,652

208,239

69,413

1,388,260

100%

12,698

50,790

50,790

50,790

50,790

50,790

38,093

304,740

18%

272,912

328,442

383,972

328,442

259,029

107,506

1,693,000

Management and Administration TOTAL
TOTAL PROJECT SPEND

West of England LDS 2015 -2020
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5.2 Overall funding profile
The Defra Financial Profile has been completed and submitted separately with this LDS. In
order to achieve this, as part of the consultation process, organisations and businesses have
been encouraged to come forward with indicative projects. With this level of engagement the
West of England LEADER Steering Group is confident of meeting this spend profile.
Table 18 - Projected Expenditure Profile compared to DEFRA expectation

TO BE REVISED IN
DELIVERY PLAN
5.3 Use of grants, procurement or other type of financial support
The Steering Group has recommended that to make best use of project funding a maximum
intervention level of up to 75% should be applied. This will then require at least 25% of
funding to be provided by the business/organisation. The intervention rate need to be ratified
by the constituted LAG when in place and will be determined by EU regulation. Where it is
possible to allow for higher levels of intervention this will only be used in exceptional cases
where it does not contribute to the jobs requirement. The table below shows the indicative
value of these contributions over the programme period.
Table 19 – Leveraged Funding
Financial year

2014/
2015

2015/
2016

2016/
2017

2017/
2018

2018/
2019

2019/
2020

2020/
2021

Total

PROJECT TOTAL

0

222,122

277,652

333,182

277,652

208,239

69,413

1,388,260

Estimated
matched Income
(Minimum 25%
project total)

0

74,041

92,551

111,061

92,551

69,413

23,138

462,753

TOTAL PROJECT
Value

0

296,162

370,203

444,243

370,203

277,652

92,551

1,851,013

West of England LDS 2015 -2020
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The Steering Group has considered additional methods of providing match and in particular
‘in-kind’ support such as volunteering. It is recommended that the LAG when constituted
adopt their own policy on the use of ‘in-kind’ support which is both consistent with
EU/Government guidelines and also consistent with the local policies being adopted for
other comparable programmes such as the European Social Fund.
Following the consultation events and discussions with stakeholders the Steering Group has
expressed a desire to explore the opportunities for a locally delegated grant scheme for
Micro Enterprises. As outlined in the Defra guidance further details are expected later in the
programme.
By adopting the single front door approach and the LAG engagement with the West of
England LEP through the Investment Board it is envisaged that potential synergies between
investment funds will be realised, potentially supplementing LEADER funding and adding
value to all programmes.
The projected spend profile for the management and administration role has been analysed
and the Steering Group are confident that the programme can be delivered using the
resources allocated. As the LEADER programme is being run alongside other programmes
in the West of England it is expected that the LAG, when constituted, and the Staff Team will
be required to identify M&A savings, opportunities for joint working and efficiency measures
thought the programme duration.

Section 6: Additional Supporting Documents
6.1

Financial profile

6.2

Leader outputs table

6.3

Letter from Chair of West of England LEP

6.4

Output Area tables
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